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LEBANON FIXED INCOME MARKET REPORT
IMPROVING FUNDAMENTAL OUTLOOK FOR A DEFENSIVE CREDIT

•   Long-term financial sector resilience providing a continuous support to sovereign credit
With the Lebanese banks accounting for the bulk of Lebanese Eurobonds outstanding (more than 
60%), the bond market is significantly correlated with the conditions of the Lebanese financial sector 
at large and with the growth of its funding base. Perhaps the most fascinating aspect about the 
Lebanese financial model is the noticeable sustainability over time despite the volatile operating 
environment on the one hand and the acute imbalances on the other hand. While public finance 
imbalances grew larger, the country was able to maintain a long term sustainability trend in its low 
inflation rates, its stable exchange rate, its recurrent capital inflows, and its resilient banking activity.

•   Recent macro trends reinforcing further Eurobond market conditions 
The most important credit-sensitive recent developments are the large swap operations of the Central 
Bank of Lebanon with important financial sector consequences over the second half of last year and 
the political trend reversal with the credit-positive domestic political settlement since the last quarter 
of 2016 that lead to improved economic growth prospects, better bank deposit growth perspectives 
and corollary positive bond markets implications. Within this environment, the Lebanese Eurobond 
market witnessed a spread tightening of 135 basis points since the presidential elections last October, 
underlining improving market perception of sovereign risks.

•   Low Eurobond market volatility reflecting market’s defensiveness
Over the past few years, and within the context of global market volatility, regional unrest, low oil 
prices piling pressure on regional liquidity, and tense local political climate, Lebanese bonds proved 
rather immune to external and internal shocks. They demonstrated their defensiveness, with sovereign 
papers being less volatile than regional and global peers. They posted a volatility of 11.7% over the 
past 5 years, compared to 29.6% in the MENA region and 17.5% in emerging markets. 

•   Potential for further spread compression despite recent rally 
Despite the recent price appreciation, Lebanese Eurobonds still trade today on average 18% wider than 
emerging market peers, underlining a further opportunity for spread compression ahead despite the 
rally already observed on local papers. One must not forget that the actual foreign investors holdings 
of Lebanese Eurobonds is still well underweight when looking at the JP Morgan Emerging Markets 
Bond Index Global (EMBIG) or even the EMBIG Diversified, which is a technical variant of the former. 
JP Morgan is actually recommending investors to allocate a weight of 2.78% to Lebanese debt papers 
in their emerging market bond portfolio, while they are currently allocating a weight of less than 2%. 

•   Improving deposit growth and liquidity to provide some support for Eurobond market
The current year started with a sound reflection of an improving domestic financial environment. 
Bank deposits grew by US$ 1.4 billion over the first two months of 2017 (against a net decline over 
the same period of 2016). Such deposit growth is in line with our annual projection for 2017 (US$ 10 
billion), mainly accounted for by FX deposits. It is enough to ensure a healthy demand for Lebanese 
Eurobonds, especially that the Lebanese banks FX sovereign exposure has declined recently in both 
absolute and relative terms. As to banks FX primary liquidity in foreign banks, although the latter 
reached a low of US$ 8.5 billion in August 2016, it rose again to its pre-swap level of US$ 11.7 billion in 
February 2017, apt to provide potential support to the Lebanese Eurobond market.

•   Risks ahead tilted to the upside despite looming challenges at the horizon 
The potential passing of a 2017 budget, the foreseen agreement on a parliamentary law and the 
plausibility of holding country wide parliamentary elections (despite a technical delay), the resumption 
of GCC nationals touristic visits to Lebanon, the launch of the oil and gas exploration process prior to 
year-end are all credit positive developments and are likely to favorably impact the Eurobond market 
prospects. While such opportunities are genuine, there are risks as well lying ahead. Of these, we 
mention the continuing spillover effects of the war in Syria, the escalating faceoff between Israel 
and Hezbollah and the controversial conundrum of the public sector wage scale, all apt to create 
some noise on Lebanese markets. Still, we believe strengths and opportunities outpace threats and 
challenges, with risks tilted to the upside.

Bank Audi sal - Group Research Department - Bank Audi Plaza - Bab Idriss - PO Box 11-2560 - Lebanon - Tel: 961 1 994 000 - email: research@banqueaudi.com
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1. CREDIT FUNDAMENTALS 

Lebanon, rated B2 by Moody’s, B- by Standard and Poor’s and B- by Fitch, is a country of investment paradox 
with a long track record of financial and market resilience in an overall environment with significant 
imbalances and uncertainties. 

Within this environment, the Lebanese fixed income market is mainly driven by Lebanese sovereign 
Eurobonds that account for 93% of Lebanon’s foreign currency debt which in turn represents circa 40% of 
overall public debt.  Lebanese banks hold circa 60% of total Lebanese Eurobonds, leaving the remaining 
40% for retail resident and non-resident investors and foreign institutional investors. With the Lebanese 
banks accounting for the bulk of Eurobonds outstanding, the bond market is significantly correlated with 
the conditions of the Lebanese financial sector at large and with the growth of its funding base.

Sources: Rating agencies, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department k d h

LEBANON’S CREDIT RATING EVOLUTION

Source: Central Bank of LebanonS C l k f bSource: Central Bank of LebanonS C l k f b

FOREIGN CURRENCY DEBT BY TYPE OF DEBT HOLDERLOCAL CURRENCY DEBT BY TYPE OF DEBT HOLDER
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1.1 Long term financial sector resilience

At the level of the financial sector, the financial and monetary conditions continue to witness an atypical 
resilience, with a new resilience phase extending the long-term financial/monetary sustainability. Perhaps,  
the most fascinating aspect about the Lebanese economic model is the noticeable sustainability over time 
despite the volatile operating environment on the one hand and the acute imbalances on the other hand. 
The country was actually able to maintain a long term sustainability trend in its inflation rates, its exchange 
rate, its capital inflows, and its banking activity.

First, the sustainability of low inflation: It was quite noticeable how Lebanon could sustain low one-digit 
inflation rates over a long period of time which extends for more than two decades, avoiding erratic price 
pressures. The Lebanese economy is actually operating on the flat Keynesian side of its aggregate supply 
curve allowing growth in aggregate demand to take place without significant price pressures. In particular, 
over the past 5 years, inflation has averaged 1.8% per annum, against an average of 5.6% for emerging 
markets. Bear in mind that a net deflation was reported in 2015 and a close to nil inflation was reported last 
year amid the drastic decline in oil prices. Also bear in mind in this regard that the low inflation rates offset 
the recent appreciation of the Lebanese Pound (that paralleled the US dollar appreciation relative to the 
world currencies), thus leaving Lebanon’s real effective exchange rate broadly unchanged. 

Source: International Monetary FundS l d

INFLATION RATE

Second, the sustainability of the currency peg: Lebanon has remarkably sustained the stability of its pegged 
exchange regime, with no drift in the currency’s exchange rate since 1993 despite some temporary monetary 
pressures at times of uncertainties. The sustainability of the peg was supported by macro and monetary 
dynamics, with the Lebanese Pound in line with the country’s macroeconomic fundamentals. Maybe a 
tangible support for that is the average annual growth in M3 since 1993 (US$ 5.3 billion) and that exceeds the 
average annual domestic money creation (US$ 4.3 billion) in its two components of growth in bank claims on 
the private and public sectors. Having said that, with BDL foreign assets including gold almost fully covering 
the stock of Lebanese pounds outstanding, the exchange sustainability is likely to continue prevailing at 
least in the near term. Even when excluding gold, foreign reserves currently account for 76% of Lebanese 
Pound Money Supply, more than double the average for similarly rated markets, suggesting a strong Central 
Bank capacity to maintain the currency peg.

Third, the sustainability of financial inflows: Lebanon rises among the very few countries with sustained large 
capital inflows over a long period emanating mainly from a very large Diaspora of Lebanese non-residents 
equivalent to three times the Lebanese residents and keeping strong ties with the home economy. Lebanon’s 
financial inflows to GDP averaged above 30% over the past half a decade of regional turmoil, supporting 
the country’s financial equilibrium. Despite the relative correction in inflows since the collapse in oil prices, 
financial inflows still report more than US$ 1.4 billion per month, the bulk accounted for by remittances. 
As a matter of fact, over the past 25 years, Lebanon did not witness erratic fluctuations in the balance of 
payments, on the background of an average deficit of 5% of GDP and an average surplus of 9% of GDP.
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Fourth, the sustainability of banking activity: Last but not least, not far from the sustainability of financial 
inflows, the resilience of the banking industry in Lebanon over the past years has been intensively reported 
by almost all international reference institutions. What was particularly noticeable is the unique resilience of 
Lebanese banks that sustained activity during periods of domestic and external turmoil. Over the past two 
and a half decades, deposit growth reported an average CAGR of 15% per annum, with no single year-on-
year decline in the deposit base. Despite the relative slowdown in deposit growth over the last few years, 
it is still enough to finance the economy’s borrowing needs in its private and public sector components. 
Supported by strict regulatory regime and well diversified conservative structures, such successful episodes 
of historical resilience are likely to further protect the banking industry in front of potential future shocks 
in a short to medium term horizon. In few words, Lebanon’s banking sector represents the country’s key 
inflow attractiveness and the cornerstone of its paradoxical resilience to turmoil amid volatile domestic and 
external conditions at large.

Sources: Central Bank of Lebanon, Lebanon’s Higher Customs Council

FINANCIAL INFLOWS TO GDP RATIO

Sources: Central Bank of Lebanon, Lebanon’s Higher Customs CouncilS C l k f b b ’ h C C l

BOP TO TRADE DEFICIT RATIO
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Sources: Central Bank of Lebanon, Bank Audi’s Group Research Departmentf

EVOLUTION OF BANKS’ DEPOSITS (US$ BILLION)

The country’s noticeable financial and monetary sustainability amid uncertainties henceforth lies at the 
heart of the Lebanese atypical conditions that have increasingly intrigued a large deal of keen observers 
in business and financial circles worldwide. It is this ongoing Lebanese paradox, and which could be 
fundamentally assimilated to an “equilibrium” within an overall “disequilibrium”, that actually characterizes 
the intrinsic features of Lebanon’s atypical model across time and space.

1.2 Persisting public finance imbalances

When talking of disequilibrium, the most significant imbalances that Lebanon has are public finances and 
external deficits, though bearing in mind that Lebanon’s trade deficits are largely offset by recurrent inflows 
of capital, which leaves us with the main issue of fiscal imbalances. At the level of the public sector, what we 
have witnessed is a net deterioration over the past few years with budget deficit now hovering around 9.5% 
of GDP and public debt hovering around 143% of GDP, after relative improvement over the second half of 
the previous decade. 

Actually, although Lebanon’s public finance debt and deficit are undeniably elevated and need to be curbed, 
there are a number of factors that need to be taken into consideration when addressing Lebanon’s public 
finances and its fiscal drifts and that make us believe that Lebanon is not in a fiscal trap scenario. These 
considerations are mainly the 87% resident component of public debt, the large foreign assets at the Central 
Bank covering 180% of foreign currency debt, the persisting positive net asset value of the State, the potential 
exits in a low resource mobilization environment and room for spending rationalization and the significant 
oil and gas reserves estimated to cover three times Lebanon’s current public indebtedness at large.

Sources: Ministry of Finance, International Monetary Fund

g g

Sources: Ministry ffof Finance Internationall Ml Monetary F ddund

PUBLIC INDEBTEDNESS
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Sources: Ministry of Finance, International Monetary FundSources: MiMiniistry fof FiFinance IIntern iational Ml Monetar Fy F dund

FISCAL DEFICIT

Sources: Central Bank of Lebanon, Ministry of FinanceSources: Central Bank of Lebanon Ministry of Finance

EXTERNAL CREDITWORTHINESS 

Finally, although all these intrinsic considerations are real and genuine, the fundamental economic sanity 
and Lebanon’s long term macro and markets stability requires a long awaited fiscal consolidation to ensure 
the much needed soft-landing scenario of the Lebanese economy at large.  It is only then that Lebanon’s 
economic resilience can turn into fundamental immunity in an environment of domestic and external shocks 
and lingering uncertainties.

2. RECENT MACRO TRENDS

The most important recent developments are the large swap operations of the Central Bank with important 
financial sector implications over the second half of last year on the one hand and the political trend reversal 
with the domestic political settlement since the last quarter of 2016 on the other hand.

2.1 Innovative BDL financial engineering operations

The Central Bank of Lebanon, in tight coordination with Lebanese banks, has undertaken over the past few 
months successfully innovative financial engineering operations that targeted reinforcing Lebanon’s foreign 
assets, supporting the balance sheets of operating banks and improving the lending activity of banks to the 
private and public sectors. 

The financial engineering operations started with a swap of LP Treasury bills held by the Central Bank with 
new Eurobonds issued by the Lebanese Treasury by the end of May. The Ministry of Finance has accordingly 
increased the amount of public debt held in dollars by swapping with the Central Bank local currency debt 
into US$ 2 billion worth of Eurobonds. More importantly, the new Eurobonds acquired by the Central Bank 
have been all subsequently sold to banks, in addition to the sale of additional Eurobonds and CDs by the 
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Central Bank. In parallel, BDL actually offered to discount LP Tbs and LP CDs held by banks at an attractive 
premium (well above current market) at the condition of banks investing in turn at the Central Bank in US 
dollars by the same amounts. 

While the swap operations, which revolved around a total of US$ 15 billion, had some adverse effects at 
the level of banks primary liquidity and banks exposure at the Central Bank, they held significant benefits 
reported at various levels and in different realms. The overall BDL swaps reinforced Central Bank reserves to 
a new record high. BDL’s foreign assets have reported a total of US$ 41 billion at the end of February 2017, 
the equivalent of 76% of the Lebanese Money Supply and 26 months of imports, which suggests monetary 
resilience is continuing on a bolstered overall Central Bank standing. 

Source: Central Bank of LebanonSource C: Cent lral BBa knk fof L bLebanon

EXCHANGE MARKET INDICATORS 

Furthermore, the BDL swaps had positive effects on banks balance sheets. The Central Bank has imposed on 
banks to allocate the extra revenues that they realize from the swap operations to collective provisions in 
preparation for IFRS 9 requirements which banks have to abide by starting 2018, strengthening Lebanese 
banks balance sheets at large. Notwithstanding the incremental positive effect on banks profitability, after 
return ratios had reported consecutive declines over the past few years. Meanwhile, while swaps carried 
an adverse effect on liquidity in foreign banks (from 11.8% of FX deposits in December 2015 to 10.5% in 
December 2016), banks have embarked on subsequent measures to replenish their liquidity. Bear in mind 
that their overall FX primary liquidity position (including placements at foreign banks and at the Central 
Bank) remains at 55% of FX deposits at end-December, still one of the highest levels in emerging markets. 
To reinforce their FX liquidity positions post-swaps, some banks have been offering attractive conditions 
to fresh deposits, mainly coming from outside Lebanon, thus somehow sharing with customers some of 
the profits realized by the Central Bank operations. This has reflected positively on banks deposits growth, 
which had been relatively lagging over the early months of 2016 but which now show an excess by the end 
of December over the previous year’s same twelve-month period by circa 50%. As a result of the significant 
growth in net foreign assets since July, the large first-half deficit in the balance of payments turned into a 
twelve-month surplus of US$ 1.2 billion in 2016. 
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Source: Central Bank of LebanonS C t l B k f L b

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS BY COMPONENT

Source: Central Bank of LebanonS C l B k f L b

LEBANESE BANKS’ LIQUIDITY IN FOREIGN BANKS

Source: Central Bank of LebanonS C t l B k f L b

BANKS’ SOVEREIGN EXPOSURE
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At the level of the Lebanese Eurobond market, in order to reinforce their FX liquidity following the swaps 
with the Central Bank, Lebanese banks enhanced their sales efforts with foreign investors holding Lebanese 
Eurobonds and that are mainly underweight relative to the bond indices. Accordingly, Lebanese banks bond 
sales to foreign investors are estimated to have exceeded US$ 4.4 billion since the beginning of the swaps, 
to almost double the foreign institutionals holdings. Some foreign investors have recommended to their 
customers as well to invest in Lebanese Eurobonds on the back of attractive relative bond prices raising the 
risks of underweight. 

Last but not least, the reinforced financial sector resilience, in both its banking and Central Bank components, 
carries positive spillover effects on the sovereign risk and the ability of the government to meet its borrowing 
needs. It is within this context that lies the S&P decision to improve Lebanon’s rating outlook from “negative” 
to “stable” on the back of resilient financial system and deposit inflows.

2.2 Improving macro outlook on the basis of the recent domestic political settlement

The other material development with market implications is the recent domestic political settlement. Following 
a net slowdown over the past few years due to the regional turmoil and the domestic political bickering, the 
Lebanese economy is now set to rebound on the basis of Lebanon’s domestic political settlement in the last 
quarter of 2016 that lead to successful presidential elections with regional and international support and 
that lead to the formation of a Government of National Unity. Beyond any obstacles that might emerge, 
there is no doubt that the domestic political settlement fundamentally improved the risk profile of Lebanon 
and lifted the economic opportunities at the horizon.

Our macro forecasts for 2017 post-presidential elections and cabinet formation but with the persisting 
absence of a regional settlement, rest on a rising real GDP growth to almost double the average it reported 
over the past 6 years.

The improving growth would be driven primarily by private investment which had seen a wait-and-see 
attitude over the past few years and that lead to a gradual fall of the capital formation rate to 23% last 
year. Our forecasts for 2017 suppose a 15% growth in private investment driven by the improvement in the 
country’s political risk profile, which would raise Lebanon’s capital formation rate to 25% as the Lebanese 
would be taking more investment initiatives that they had delayed over the past few years.

The amelioration of the investment climate would be accompanied by an outgrowth of private consumption 
driven by a better consumption behavior of Lebanese residents, a growing incoming of Lebanese 
non-residents and a gradually improving touristic season at large, especially after the political normalization 
between Lebanon and GCC countries post-presidential elections. As such, private consumption would grow 
by circa 7% per annum in nominal terms and account for the bulk of GDP formation. 

The improvement in Lebanon’s politico-economic conditions could generate no less than a 20% rise 
in financial inflows in 2017, following the noticeable double-digit growth that was reported in 2016 and 
that was driven by the financial engineering operations of the Central Bank. A net surplus in the balance 
of payments would be realized for the second year in a row after the 5-year cumulative deficits that were 
realized between 2010 and 2015.

In parallel, we project a 7% growth in Money Supply for the year, driven both by domestic money creation 
and the positive change in net foreign assets. This moderate money supply growth is likely to yield a deposit 
growth of close to US$ 10 billion in 2017 (15% more than the average of the past three years), with total 
banking sector deposits exceeding the threshold of US$ 170 billion. At the uses level, bank loans to the 
private sector are likely to benefit from rising financing needs in a faster growth economy. We forecast a circa 
US$ 4 billion growth in bank lending to the private sector (25% more than the average of the past 3 years), 
driven by growing lending opportunities to finance new projects, corporate expansion and working capital.
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While the realization of such a scenario could be somehow subject to few risk factors, we believe that such 
risks have narrowed noticeably recently and that macro opportunities do outpace potential threats at a 
foreseeable horizon paving the way for a plausible materialization of our pre-mentioned forecasts. It is worth 
mentioning that in the event of a regional political breakthrough via a regional settlement, such figures are 
apt to expand accordingly, though we believe the probability of this happening over the near term is still 
unlikely.

3. RECENT EUROBOND MARKET PERFORMANCE 

Price gains across the board in Lebanese bond market along with contractions in CDS spreads

Lebanon’s fixed income market benefited from improved investor sentiment following the successful 
Presidential elections at end-October 2016 and the formation of a national unity cabinet in December 
2016. The improvement in Lebanon’s political risk profile since end-October 2016 was accompanied by 
replenished foreign currency liquidity in the banking system towards the end of the year, given the banks’ 
attractive packages for foreign currency deposits and as banks enhanced their sales efforts with international 
institutional investors that are mainly underweight relative to the bond indices and that have seen a carry 
opportunity in Lebanese Eurobonds given the wider Lebanon z-spreads relative to JP Morgan EMBIG 
z-spreads. 

This ensured a healthy local and international demand for Lebanese Eurobonds over the past few months. 
This was reflected by a 26.8% contraction in the z-spread based Audi Compiled Lebanon Bond Index since 
end-October 2016. Also, the weighted average yield fell from 5.99% on October 31, 2016 to a current 5.65%, 
moving down by 34 basis points given the strong investor appetite.

On the back of these favourable market conditions, the Lebanese Republic raised in March 2017 circa US$ 3 
billion from the sale of a triple-tranche bond in order to finance the public debt and meet the needs of the 
State. The issue was almost six times oversubscribed, attracting order books of circa US$ 17.8 billion, which 
resulted into a final yield tightening relative to initial price thoughts. In details, the 10-year US$ 1.25 billion 
bond was issued at a final yield of 6.85% as compared to initial price thoughts in the 6.95% area; the 15-year 
US$ 1.0 billion bond at a final yield of 7.00% as compared to initial price thoughts in the 7.125% area; and the  
20-year US$ 750 million bond at a final yield of 7.25% as compared to initial price thoughts in the 7.35% area.

That being said, the Lebanese fixed income market witnessed upward price movements across the board 
since end-October 2016, along with z-spreads contractions. Shorter-term papers maturing between 2017 
and 2020 registered price gains hovering between 0.75 pt and 3.50 pts, noting that Lebanon’19 (offering 
a coupon of 5.45%), which is among the most liquid bonds, recorded price rises of 3.25 pts along with a 
178 bps contraction in z-spreads. Also, the belly of the curve registered healthy price increases, with papers 
maturing between 2021 and 2027 closing up by 2.13 pts to 4.13 pts. It is worth highlighting that Lebanon’21 
and ’26, which are among the most liquid papers, posted price gains of 3.50 pts and 2.88 pts respectively, 
along with z-spreads contractions of 168 bps and 109 bps respectively. As to longer-term papers, sovereigns 
maturing between 2028 and 2035 posted price rises ranging between 0.13 pt and 2.13 pts. 

Sources: Bloomberg, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

BONDS Z-SPREAD VARIATION SINCE END-OCTOBER 2016 (IN BPS)
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At the mirror image of the improved domestic political environment and increased investor confidence, 
Lebanon’s five-year CDS spreads registered a significant contraction of 106 basis points since end-October 
2016, moving from 517 basis points to a current 411 basis points, which is its lowest level since November 
2015, in a sign of improved market perception of sovereign risks. This favourably compares to smaller 
contractions in the cost of insuring debt in the Middle East (-85 bps), emerging markets (-35 bps), and global 
markets (-30 bps) over the same period.

4. COMPARATIVE VOLATILITY ANALYSIS

Low volatility reflects Lebanese bond market’s defensiveness

Over the past few years, and within the context of global market volatility, regional unrest, low oil prices 
piling pressure on regional liquidity, and tense local political climate, Lebanese bonds proved rather immune 
to external and internal shocks. Indeed, Lebanese Eurobonds demonstrated their defensiveness over the past 
five years, with sovereign papers being less volatile relative to regional and global peers due to a number of 
factors.

To begin with, Lebanese bonds were shielded from the effects of the Arab Spring, where the deteriorating 
politico-security conditions had contractionary effects on the region’s real economy. Lebanon does not share 
the socio-economic characteristics that triggered the MENA turmoil, largely insulating the country and its 
markets from the spillovers of the adverse events. 

Furthermore, the low volatility of Lebanese sovereign papers was supported by the country’s low exposure 
to the global financial crisis and its long-lasting spillovers, or even to the Euro Area woes in the past few years. 
The country’s tradition of stringent regulation at the Central Bank of Lebanon shielded banks from the crisis 
as they were not allowed to take on too much risk, in addition to the banks themselves having conservative 
practices and not having an appetite for toxic assets.

A third factor supporting the low volatility of Lebanese bonds is the fact that the majority of debt papers 
are owned by local investors. In fact, the majority of bonds are locally held by commercial banks. Thus, the 
financing of the government’s needs proved resilient, as Lebanese commercial banks, the government’s 
primary creditors, remain willing and able to purchase and roll over government debt given their significant 
deposit-funded resources, alleviating government liquidity and solvency risks. 

To illustrate the previously mentioned factors supporting the low volatility of papers, we resorted to the 
analysis of bond volatility based on spreads (except for comparisons with US Treasuries where yield-based 

Sources: Bloomberg, Bank Audi’s Group Research Departmentl b k d h

FIVE-YEAR CDS SPREADS VARIATION SINCE OCT-2016 (IN BPS)
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volatility was computed instead, understandably enough). Lebanese sovereign bonds posted a volatility of 
11.7% over the past five years (March 2012 to date), compared to 29.6% in the MENA region and 17.5% in 
emerging markets.  Additionally, based on yield metrics, Lebanon’19 papers registered volatility levels of 
6.5%, compared to 52.1% for the two-year US Treasuries. Lebanon’21 also attained a volatility score of 6.4%, 
against 29.8% for 5Y US Treasuries, while Lebanon’26 posted a volatility of 4.6%, relative to 18.3% for 10Y US 
Treasuries. 

Sources: Bloomberg, Bank Audi’s Group Research DepartmentS Bl b B k A di’ G R h DSources: Bloomberg, Bank Audi’s Group Research DepartmentS Bl b B k A di’ G R h D

SELECTED LEBANESE BONDS VS USTs VOLATILITY* 

(PAST 5 YEARS)

LEBANON VS MENA VS EM BOND VOLATILITY* 

(PAST 5 YEARS)

It is worth noting that that volatilities are higher on the front-end of debt curves in general as maturities are 
nearer, and such debt papers are usually more demanded by non-buy-and-hold investors. Buy-and-hold 
investors usually tend to focus more on a curve’s back-end, or at least go for longer maturities than others. As 
such, turnover on shorter term bonds sometimes tends to be higher, and hence these have higher volatilities.   

Likewise, Lebanese papers’ relative immunity to external risks can be seen through very low correlation levels 
with global and regional events. Based on a yield metric, the correlation of Lebanese 2Y, 5Y and 10Y papers 
with respective US Treasuries is almost inexistent during the past five years. Moving on to spread-based 
metrics, the correlation of Lebanese bonds with MENA bonds was very low at 0.027, and that of Lebanese 
papers with EM bonds was at 0.136, showing practically no correlation with peers abroad. 

5. MARKET VALUATIONS 

5.1 Potential for further spread compression despite recent rally

The recent rally in Lebanon Eurobonds across the board, coupled with the improvement in the overall 
investment climate in the country following the domestic political settlement scenario and with the ensuing 
improvement in markets’ perceptions of sovereign risks, bodes well for Lebanese debt papers.

The cash market saw a surge in local and foreign investor interest after sell-offs triggered by the BDL swap 
operations, which saw local banks that are heavyweight investors in Lebanese Eurobonds, put their papers 
on the table for sale in order to raise US dollar liquidity as part of swaps with the BDL. 

The improvement in domestic conditions and return of local institutional investors to the market thus helped 
boost interest in Lebanese debt papers in the last few months. As a result, our in-house compiled Lebanon 
Bond Index, which is market-cap weighted, shows a contraction in spreads in the past few months after an 
expansion driven by swap-related sell-offs. 

Despite the price appreciation, Lebanese Eurobonds still trade today on average trade 18% wider than 
emerging market peers when comparing Lebanese debt securities included by JP Morgan in their index to 
their wider JP Morgan EMBIG on a spread basis. This underlines a further opportunity for spread compression 
ahead despite the rally already observed on local papers in the aftermath of the domestic political 
improvement.
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One must not forget that the actual foreign investors holdings of Lebanese Eurobonds is still well under-
weight when looking at the JP Morgan Emerging Markets Bond Index Global (EMBIG) or even the EMBIG 
Diversified, which is a technical variant of the former. JP Morgan is actually recommending investors to allo-
cate a weight of 2.78% to Lebanese debt papers in their emerging market bond portfolio, while they are 
currently allocating a weight of less than 2%.

Sources: JP Morgan, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

EMBI GLOBAL COUNTRY WEIGHTS

Sources: Bloomberg, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

JPM LEBANON SPREAD VS JPM EMERGING MARKETS SPREAD (BPS)

It is true that following the BDL swap operations and ensuing massive bond sales to foreigners, the weight 
of Lebanon in EMBIG Diversified practically doubled, but there is still ample room for a further increase to 
be aligned with the market weight position and thus to see a further spread compression on Lebanese debt 
papers.
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For instance, on the front end of the Lebanese debt curve, the Lebanon’19 papers currently trade at a spread 
of 313 bps for a B- rating and trade 95 bps wider than the average of a selection of similarly rated emerging 
market peers with more or less similar maturities/duration. 

Also, around the belly of the curve, the Lebanon’21 papers currently trade at a spread of 343 bps, 79 bps 
wider than the average of similarly rated peers with similar maturities/duration. When looking a bit further 
up the belly of the curve, the Lebanon’26 series currently trade at a z-spread of 422 bps, 33 bps wider than its 
peer group. It appears that the more investors are positioned on the front-end of the curve, the higher the 
pick-up those liquid Lebanese bonds offer relative to comparable peers.

Sources: Bloomberg, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

Z SPREAD OF LEBANON VS COMPARABLE PEERS 

Sources: Bloomberg, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

LEBANON SOVEREIGN CREDIT CURVE

5.2 Liquid papers at front-end and belly of the curve benefit from upside potential

In this sense, Lebanese debt papers offer good value still, and when looking at the most liquid ones out 
there currently, there is a healthy upside potential. The flattish shape of the Lebanese debt curve means that 
back-ended papers trade rather in line with belly bonds for higher durations, and thus lead us to focus on 
shorter maturity liquid instruments.
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The relatively low volatility and correlation of Lebanese bonds to US and emerging market peers we have seen 
over the past few years actually serves them well in defensive market times such as the ones we are seeing/
about to see. With the US Federal Reserve raising rates and proceeding with monetary policy normalization, 
yields are set for successive increases across dollar-denominated bond markets such as emerging markets 
and our region. It is also in such an environment that Lebanese debt papers are apt to outperform markets. 

Today, Lebanon’s sovereign Eurobonds present both capital gain and more interestingly carry opportunities, 
especially for investors hunting for value in a global sell-off oriented bond market. They remain a relatively 
safe play given the expected expansion in US and EM yields in the period ahead, especially with the positive 
technicals Lebanese papers now benefit from, and which are tied to an improving country profile. 

6. MARKET OUTLOOK 

When looking at the Eurobond market outlook, it is important to link it to the foreseen growth in Lebanon 
banks deposit base, the main holders of Lebanese Eurobonds, along with the appetite of foreign institutional 
investors for holding Lebanese risk. The recent improvement in the domestic political environment in 
Lebanon on the back of successful presidential elections, the formation of a cabinet of national unity and 
the launch of governmental works, of which the ratification of oil decrees and appointments of key positions 
in the public sector, reflect positively on Lebanon’s overall financial framework and Eurobond market 
conditions. The potential passing of a 2017 budget low, the foreseen agreement on a parliamentary law and 
the plausibility of holding country wide parliamentary elections (despite a technical delay), the resumption 
of GCC nationals touristic visits to Lebanon, the launch of the oil and gas exploration process prior to year-
end are all credit positive developments and are likely to favorably impact the Eurobond market prospects.

While such opportunities are genuine, there are risks as well lying ahead. Of these, we mention the 
continuing spillover effects of the war in Syria, the escalating faceoff between Israel and Hezbollah and the 
controversial conundrum of the public sector wage scale in Lebanon with corollary domestic riots related 
to its tax financing options, all apt to create some noise on the Lebanese financial markets. Still we believe 
strengths and opportunities outpace threats and challenges, with risks tilted to the upside. Within the 
same context,  a political settlement in Syria, although unlikely in the near term, would be definitely credit 
positive for Lebanon and might have favorable effects on the Lebanese economy, its financial sector and the 
Lebanese Eurobond market in particular.

It is worth mentioning that the current year started with a sound reflection of an improving financial 
environment. Bank deposits grew by US$ 1.4 billion over the first two months of 2017 (against a net decline 
over the first two months of 2016). Such an observed deposit growth is in line with our annual projection 
for deposit growth in 2017 and that we forecasted at 6.2% (US$ 10 billion), mainly accounted for by foreign 
currency deposits. It is enough to ensure a healthy demand for Lebanese Eurobonds, especially that the 
Lebanese banks FX sovereign exposure has declined recently in both absolute and relative terms. As a 
percentage of their FX deposits, Lebanese sovereign Eurobond holdings declined from 19.7% in June 2016 
(1.14 times equity) to 14.2% in February 2017 (0.83 times equity). As to banks FX primary liquidity in foreign 
banks, although the latter reached a low of US$ 8.5 billion in August 2016 (the equivalent of 8.3% of FX 
deposits), it rose again to its pre-swap level of US$ 11.7 billion (the equivalent of 10.8% of FX deposits) in 
February 2017, providing potential support to the Lebanese Eurobond market.  It is worth mentioning that 
the recent US$ 3 billion issue on behalf of the Central Bank (as at March 20, 2017) did not have adverse 
impact on banks FX core liquidity, as the Central Bank allowed the discounting of FX CDs to subscribe in the 
new bond issue.

Looking ahead, the underweight status of Lebanese bonds relative to emerging market peers, despite 
the recent rally in the domestic arena, augurs well for the Lebanese sovereign credit markets.  There is still 
room for further investments in domestic debt papers before they reach market weight status, would it be 
on behalf of foreign investors with an emerging market focus or local players with decreased sovereign 
exposure. This is especially true as there remains a non-negligible spread gap between Lebanese bonds and 
their emerging market peers. 
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International investors have in general increasingly positive outlook on Lebanon debt papers. Given the 
improved domestic conditions and assuming other things are held constant, the z-spread on the mid-curve 
(i.e. the 21/22/23 series) could still tighten by around 10%. Similarly, the longer end of the Lebanese sovereign 
curve could tighten albeit at a smaller pace of 7%-8%. As a matter of fact, there are a lot of bonds coming to 
maturity this year in the region and funds need to deploy cash again. 

In this sense, Lebanese cash bond markets could benefit from such liquidity, and see foreign inflows of 
funds seeking good yield with upside potential in a global environment of lower cash prices and a regional 
environment of low oil prices and fragile security conditions. Again, we must caution that this all remains 
subject to political/security events and the positive tone might change depending on event risk or negative 
developments at large. 
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Source: Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

Source: Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

EVOLUTION OF THE OUTSTANDING AMOUNT OF LEBANESE SOVEREIGN EUROBONDS 

CURRENT METRICS OF OUTSTANDING BONDS IN LEBANON (MARCH 28, 2017)

APPENDIX: LEBANESE EUROBOND MARKET IN FIGURES
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DISCLAIMER

  The content of this report is provided as general information only and should not be taken as an advice to 
invest or engage in any form of financial or commercial activity. Any action that you may take as a result 
of or in connection with information in this report remains your sole responsibility. None of the materials 
herein constitute offers or solicitations to purchase or sell securities. The report should not be regarded by 
recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Bank Audi sal shall, upon its sole discretion 
update, renew, continue or cease to continue to provide this report or similar reports or publications.

Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to 
opinions expressed by other business areas as a result of using different assumptions and criteria. Bank Audi 
sal is under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein.

The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions. Although Bank Audi sal considers 
the content of this report to be reliable, it shall have no liability for its content and makes no warranty, 
representation or guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness.


